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The Rebecca Center for Music Therapy at Molloy College and the Music Therapy Department were well represented at the American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) Mid-Atlantic Regional Conference in Rochester, NY last weekend.
Congratulations to Dr. Carpente and Molloy College music therapy Intern, Mike Muñoz on their presentation about the power of affect.

Congratulations to Dr. De Gennaro, Clinical Coordinator at the Center for Autism and Child Development, and music therapists Jill Mulholland, LCAT, MS, MT-BC and Mike Kelliher, MT-BC on their presentation about promoting social and emotional development within a Life Skills program.
Congratulations to Mike Kelliher, MT-BC on presenting his Nordoff-Robbins Case Study.
Congratulations to **Jill Mullholland, MS, LCAT, MT-BC** and **Diana Abourafleh, MT-BC** on their presentation focused on respecting neurodiversity within clinical practice.

And congratulations to Molloy Music Therapy Faculty and students on their presentations:

“Clinical Improvisation: A Developmental Approach to Teaching and Learning” – *Continuing Education Course*

**Dr. Suzanne Sorel**

“Analytical Music Therapy Method in Supervision” – *Continuing Education Course*
Dr. Seung-A Kim

“Music Reaches a Bright and Spirited Place: Brent and the Power of Music”
Dr. Suzanne Sorel

“Music Therapy Assessment: Early Intervention to Early Elementary”
Elizabeth K. Schwartz, MA, LCAT, MT-BC

“Sprouting Melodies®: An early childhood music program designed especially for music therapists”
Elizabeth K. Schwartz, MA, LCAT, MT-BC

“Approaching Musical Mutuality through Guided Client Compositions within adult inpatient Psychiatry” Dan Walsh, MT-BC, Molloy College Music Therapy Graduate Student

Congratulations to Liz Ingram, Molloy College Undergraduate on being Elected Parliamentarian for the Mid-Atlantic Region of the American Music Therapy Association Student Organization.
Liz is pictured 5th from the left

Pictured here: Molloy Music Therapy students, alumni, and faculty

Wonderful representation and a job well done to all!